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August 30, 2017 

 

Mr. Daniel P. Atkinson 
Oregon State Bar 
16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road 
Tigard, Oregon 97281 
 
Re: DPA 1501568 
 
Mr. Atkinson: 
 
I found your email to intimate that you intended to only follow up on or consider information I provided 
in support, as opposed to understanding the complaint and investigating the ethical and criminal 
behavior of Marshall completely. I suspect that a limited evidentiary review does not satisfy your true 
public obligation, but it may in fact represent the BAR’s modus operandi of consideration. Therefore I 
will attempt in this letter to broadly cover more than an allegation of perjury. 
 
As you know I have written a blog about an arbitration in which one of my companies was the Claimant. 
That blog reference has been provided to you already. In addition I have provided a summary of the 
perjury and evidence destruction engaged in by the respondent and Marshall. I provide that again 
herein as Chapter 90, Exhibit 1.  
 
One of the elements in the arbitration, of which I was critical, was Marshall referencing a prior case 
where The Honorable Robert E. Jones was the trier. Marshall asked the arbitrator to take note of this 
unrelated case and find in favor of her client, emphasizing in particular that I had successfully requested 
Judge Jones to recuse himself when a conflict of his post judgment jurisdiction arose. I did not know at 
the time that the arbitrator had referred her to the Respondent. I did know at the time that the 
arbitrator had a duty to disclose his prior partnership relationship with Marshall and had not done so. 
This issue evolved into a problem during the arbitration and it became abundantly clear that the 
arbitration had been corrupted. Marshall’s emphasis, examination of witnesses as to this unrelated case, 
was foundation for the very corruption that I examine in the blog. I attach herein Exhibit 2, my Motion 
and Brief for Relief of Judgment and Exhibit 3, my Reply Brief. You can obtain all of the data online. It is 
public.  
 
In response to my blog Marshall demanded that I take the entire blog down. When I did not take it 
down, Marshall and Christiansen contacted the deputy clerk of the Honorable Robert E. Jones, intending 
to contact the Judge I presume, and made numerous defamatory statements about me, calling on the 
Judge to influence of the outcome of a case still pending in Federal Court, be reference 3:14-CV-00406, 
Max Zweizig v Northwest Direct Teleservices, Inc. et al (where I am a party). The deputy took the 
information, typed it up and forwarded that info to the U.S. Marshals Service, who investigated. It was 
only because the U.S. Marshals Service called me and my attorney that I knew of M&C’s contact, which I 
presume they intended to be surreptitious.   
 
I sued them for defamation, IIED, etc., in Clackamas County, where I am a resident. The PLF accepted 
representation of Marshall and Christiansen and filed an anti-SLAPP Motion to Strike. In that Motion 
counsel conveyed that M&C referenced only a blog post in which I raised questions of whether 
arbitrator’s actions were essentially above the law given the difficulty of appeal. In that same blog post I 
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congratulated Judge Jones for his lifetime achievement award dinner coming up. I had a few posts 
earlier carried on at length about how much I actually liked Judge Jones, even though my company lost a 
jury trial resulting in a small Judgement that we paid. I like Judge Jones but did not believe appropriate 
for Marshall to call upon his long-time friend and arbitrator, Bill Crow, to compromise the arbitration 
simply to show solidarity with Judge Jones or to convey to me on the record that Judge Jones was going 
to influence the outcome of the arbitration. This had probative value in my blog on judicial influence, 
since Marshall had laid the foundation for this and other questions of conflict. 
 
The anti-SLAPP Motion filed by Hart Wagner conveyed very limited admissions. See Exhibit 4. M&C 
admitted to referencing the blog and being concerned that I had made references to the press being 
there and a philosophical statement that perhaps our legacies are not always what we intended. Having 
done some limited research on Judge Jones, I had concluded that he probably would have preferred a 
career as a United States Senator. But the blog is my opinion on numerous subjects.  
 
I on the other hand took a position that they must have conveyed a great deal more since I was put on 
the watch list at the U.S. District Court of Oregon. The U.S. Marshals Service conveyed to me when they 
called that there was an active threat against the Judge identified to happen the night of the lifetime 
achievement award. As a blogger I am, per the 9th Circuit, just a member of the media. Christiansen 
made a supplemental representation in a 3:15-CV-2401 case about their contact. See Exhibit 5. But again 
their admissions were nowhere close to what they actually conveyed to the clerk. 
 
Yes I recognize that this is a public complaint, although your consideration is of course not public. I 
recognize that I have and will continue to publish things about me which M&C have twisted to fit their 
retaliation. So what they did was intentionally withhold the truth about what was conveyed to the 
deputy clerk. I was able to obtain that information from the U.S. Marshals Service via subpoena and 
FOIA request. It is attached as Exhibit 6. On the one hand they accused me of fraudulent transfers, a 
reference to the 3:14 case. Hardly a threat to the Judge, but support for them seeking influence. On the 
other hand, they accused me of having a history of violence and being unstable, supporting a position 
that I intended to cause Judge Jones harm. They withheld that in order to prevail on the anti-SLAPP 
Motion. The Clackamas County Motion For Relief is attached hereto as Exhibit 7. And as you might 
know, I can simply refile the lawsuit again with the new evidence from the U.S. Marshals Service. But the 
real issue is that they lied, withheld information, that allowed them to prevail and resulted in a 
Judgment against me for their legal fees.  
 
I would reference for you ORPC Rule 3.3, 3.4, 4.1 and their intent to use the contact with the deputy 
clerk to breach 3.5. After these acts Christiansen filed a lawsuit against me for retaliation. Apparently in 
Oregon we are to allow chicanery to go unchecked, if perpetrated by attorneys. Will the BAR Association 
allow that? You have thus far.  
 
My life, my health, my family and property have all been compromised by M&C and by the BAR (and 
PLF) which has been all too happy to embrace these many lies to support the unethical behavior of 
attorneys who should probably be disbarred. I suggest disbarment for Marshall. I suggest suspension for 
Christiansen. Crow is no longer practicing but he was at the time of the arbitration ascending to Chair of 
the Disciplinary Board for the BAR.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Very truly yours, 
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/s/ Timothy C. Rote  
Timothy C. Rote    
 
Attachments: 
Exhibits 1-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


